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The Architecture and Landscape of Slavery in Fredericksburg,
Virginia
Douglas W. Sanford
The African Americans who endured institutional enslavement played a critical role in the history
of Fredericksburg from its 18th-century founding to its Civil War–era turmoil. Only recently have historians, archaeologists, and architectural historians brought scholarly and greater public attention to bear on
the people who comprised over a third of the city’s population as well as its main labor force. Surprisingly
little archaeological work on slave-related sites and structures has occurred. This research relies on a combination of architectural and documentary evidence to visualize slavery’s built environment in Fredericksburg,
as well as the demographic and cultural parameters that framed slaves’ lives. A series of contextual predictions for slave-related sites and households are advanced that archaeologists, it is hoped, will test with future
excavations. Such efforts would allow archaeologists to better characterize Fredericksburg’s enslaved African
Americans as active consumers, agents of change, and members of their own vibrant community.
Les préférences géographiques quant aux lieux d’établissements appropriés n’ont pas changé depuis
des millénaires. Qu’il s’agisse de l’accès à l’eau ou aux voies de transport, de la présence d’un bon sol et
d’autres matières premières, de l’évitement des zones inondables ou d’autres problèmes naturels, de
l’importance culturelle ou simplement de la beauté d’une région, les lieux qui ont été utilisés et réutilisés par
les Autochtones sont souvent devenus des villages coloniaux, puis le centre de villes en développement. Cette
réutilisation répétée crée un tissu archéologique complexe. Les méthodologies utilisées pour explorer
l’environnement urbain sont donc intrinsèquement différentes de celles des zones rurales, en particulier lors
d’interventions de phase I. Cet article examine comment les archéologues identifient les sites dans
l’environnement urbain. En utilisant Fredericksburg, Virginie, comme toile de fond, les types de méthodologies de phase I utilisées dans les zones urbaines sont explorées; cinq études de cas mettant en lumière des
prospections concluantes sont ensuite présentées. Le but est d’illustrer les moyens de maximiser le potentiel
de découverte de sites intacts dans un environnement urbain souvent dense et chaotique.

Introduction
The African Americans who endured institutional enslavement played a critical role in
the social, economic, and cultural history of
Fredericksburg from its 18th-century founding
to its Civil War–era turmoil. Only recently
have historians, archaeologists, and architectural historians brought scholarly and greater
public attention to bear on the people who
comprised over a third of the city’s population, as well as its main labor force. Little
archaeological work has occurred on slaverelated sites and structures, but this is not surprising, given that historic preservation and
heritage tourism in Fredericksburg since the
1920s have focused primarily on major colonial-era figures and famous Civil War events,
with interpretations aimed at mainstream
white audiences (Hanna et al. 2004; Hanna
2008). This lack of study corresponds to that of
African American urban archaeology in
Virginia and other states (Sanford 2010,

2012b), and, in addition, much of the archaeology of the African diaspora in America has
tended to address rural plantation contexts
(Samford 2007: 4; Sanford 1996: 135–136,
2012b; Singleton 1990).
Nonetheless, readers should consider this
cityscape from a different and less white-dominant perspective in order to see the buildings
and places of slavery, including those surviving aboveground. Situated in downtown
Fredericksburg are a slave-auction block at a
former hotel (Hennessy 2010b), surviving
slave quarters, the sites of slave jails, and the
businesses, shops, and homes in which
enslaved African Americans labored. Citizens
and visiting tourists can stand where thousands of slaves crossed the Rappahannock
River to freedom during the Civil War and go
online to see and read about the area’s African
American past and present (Hanna 2008;
Hennessy 2012).
In this article I first set out the period context for urban slavery in Fredericksburg by
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examining slaves’ living and working conditions and the demography of slave ownership.
Second, I discuss documentary and architectural evidence for the housing of enslaved
African Americans along with estimates for
slave-household composition. Third, drawing
upon this evidence and different archaeological approaches, I advance a series of archaeological contextual predictions for future
research. Finally, I take a more detailed look at
the one excavated slave site within the city’s
historical limits, with this project taking on
added significance given the rarity of studied
urban slave sites in Virginia. My approach
blends secondary sources, architectural
survey, archaeological data, and the analysis
of period documents, specifically census
records and fire-insurance policies.
Archaeologists need comparative evidence to
effectively address both the diversity and patterns of slave ownership, housing arrangements, living conditions, and the material
qualities of building and household types.

The Fredericksburg Context for Slavery
Fredericksburg’s 19th-century growth was
representative of the expanding populations
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and economies of Virginia’s fall-line towns
(fig. 1). Between 1790 and 1860 the city experienced high rates of growth and rebuilding,
notable advances in transportation, and a
diversifying economy—all involving slavery
(Goldin 1976: 52–55; Kimball 1991: 121–122).
Increased urban and industrial development
meant more enslaved labor, and, hence, slaves
commanded higher prices and expanded
housing accommodations. Enslaved African
Americans took on prominent roles in elite
households, including work in skilled trades,
on municipal projects, in land-, water-, and
railroad-based transportation, and in factories
and mills. Period visitors to this and other
Southern cities understandably viewed these
places as “black landscapes” given slaves’ constant presence at these laboring venues (Vlach
1997: 151, 159).
Many urban, enslaved men and women
had wider contact with various classes of
people and greater access to resources than
did their counterparts on farms and plantations. Opportunities often existed to learn artisanal skills, engage in marketing and self-hire,
shop in stores, and take advantage of African
American churches and relief organizations.
The increased ability and need to obtain food

outside one’s residence at taverns and eating
houses became a regular circumstance for
numerous urban slaves (Goldfield 1991: 124–
125; Kimball 2000: 43, 70–71; Morgan 1998: 20,
305–311; Stewart-Abernathy 2004: 55; Takagi
1999: 71–72). Greater interaction among slaves
and free blacks and whites occurred within
Virginia’s towns and cities as well. Between
1785 and 1860, Fredericksburg’s enslaved population grew threefold, from 411 to 1,291. By
1850, free blacks comprised 11% of the city’s
free population of 2,887 and, together with
1,175 slaves (29% of the total population),
African Americans represented 37% of the
total population (U.S. Bureau of the Census
1850, 1860).
Information on slave demography and
housing from census and personal-property
tax records reveals the ways slavery permeated Fredericksburg’s history, geography, and
everyday life. Most Fredericksburg slave
owners (76% in 1800) had between one and
three slaves, and few (13% in 1840) held more
than five, with average slaveholdings between
1785 and 1860 ranging from two to four slaves
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1800, 1840, 1860).
Owners with more than 6–10 slaves held considerable influence in the town and, typically,
were diversified entrepreneurs with slaves
engaged in various activities (tabs. 1 and 2).
Some enslaved people took advantage of an
environment with greater movement and
opportunity through the institution of “slave
Table 1. Slave ownership in Fredericksburg,
Virginia.
Percentage of Slave Owners with
1–3 slaves
1800
75.1%
1850
60.1%
1860
73.7%
Percentage of Slave Owners with
Date
1 slave
1790
34.9%
1840
45.1%
1860
55.7%
Percentage of Slave Owners with
Date
> 5 slaves
1850
20.9%
1860
15.5%
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1790, 1800, 1840, 1850, 1860)
Date

Figure 1. “Looking East Southeast across the 800 Block of Caroline Street” (University of Mary Washington
1881). View of downtown Fredericksburg in 1881, showing narrow lots and backlot buildings. (Courtesy of the
Center for Historic Preservation, University of Mary Washington.)

hiring.” Many owners contracted their slaves
to an employer for a term of service, and many
of these “hired out” slaves also “lived out”—
that is, lived away from their owners and, at
times, their employers, renting space (“lodgings”) with provided or earned funds. Hiring
and living out made slavery a flexible system
that suited diversified economies and was a
method that allocated labor to a wide range of
white citizens while dispersing enslaved men,
women, and children (Goldfield 1991: 130–31;
Hughes 1978; Kimball 2000: 27–30; Martin
2004; Takagi 1999: 22–26, 35, 87–91). A hired
slave could gain greater mobility, more access
to resources and social contacts, and the ability
to live within one’s own household. Conversely,
hiring out carried social costs for the enslaved,
ranging from family separation and makeshift
housing to minimal provisions and harsh
labor (Hughes 1978: 281–285). Consequently,
this practice had critical social ramifications,
contributing to mixed and changing slavehousehold composition. Also, hiring out
extended the influence of institutional slavery
to the broader white society, since many
employers had hired slaves living and
working on their properties, but they did not
own these enslaved people (Martin 2004: 2;
Zaborney 2012).
Translating such population figures into
human terms requires viewing slave ownership from the perspective of enslaved African
Americans. Obviously, slaves living alone or
in small groups struggled to establish families,
marriages, and networks of friends. For
Table 2. Slave ownership in Fredericksburg,
Virginia, 1850 and 1860.
1850 Slave Ownership
Range: 1-20
Mean: 3.69 slaves/owner
Median: 3.00 slaves/owner
1860 Slave Ownership
Range: 1-31
Mean: 2.97 slaves/owner
Median: 1 slave/owner
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1850, 1860)
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example, between 1800 and 1860 the percentage of single-slave ownerships in
Fredericksburg doubled from 28% to 56% (U.S.
Bureau of the Census 1800, 1860). Consequently,
relationships among the enslaved had to
develop between buildings, across lots, and
thoughout the town. On the other hand, slaves
we r e d i s t r i b u t e d w i d e l y t h r o u g h o u t
Fredericksburg, and, given the prevalence of
hiring out and living out, slavery functioned
on a fluid basis. For instance, the 1860 U.S.
census listed 43% of the city’s slave owners as
engaged in hiring out (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1860). Slaves resided on nearly all
st re et s a n d bl o ck s w h i l e w o r k i n g i n
Fredericksburg’s homes, shops, hotels, factories, and transportation industries. This flexibility and relative autonomy of movement,
along with a sense of social separation based
in racism, could work in slaves’ favor,
allowing them to go about their business while
developing opportunities for interaction and
for accessing resources. Beyond kinship and
marriage, free blacks and slaves at times
shared social activities (dances and funerals)
and freedom purchases and formed a mutually beneficial economic community (Nicholls
2000; Sanford 2012b: 143–145).
At the same time and over the course of the
19th century, white society in Fredericksburg
and throughout the American South grew
increasingly concerned about slaves’ nonwork
activities, their interactions with the growing
number of free blacks within towns and cities,
and the greater potential for resistance and
even rebellion (Nicholls 2000). Both slaves and
free blacks daily confronted a range of social,
political, and economic institutional constraints. For example, local and state governments enacted highly restrictive legislation
regarding African Americans’ rights to legal
standing, social behavior, owning property,
and marriage. These slave laws, or “Black
Codes,” prohibited public gatherings of slaves
and free blacks, established fines and penalties
(often a given number of lashes with a whip)
for behaviors deemed illegal or inappropriate,
and sought to deny enslaved people literacy
and the ability to write (Schwarz 1996).
Numerous court cases substantiate that the
enslaved actively resisted these restrictions.
They found ways to maintain shadow economies, established extensive social networks
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and means to support runaways and slaves
seeking freedom, and used their own version
of Christianity to encourage community and
Bible-based literacy (Campbell 2007).

Slave Housing in Fredericksburg
All slave housing, rural and urban, constituted an economic and a political process in
which slaveholders and the enslaved negotiated a dynamic of control and accommodation. Slave housing materially expressed
slaves’ living conditions, their relations to their
white owners, and the owners’ changing
financial circumstances and ideology of slave
management. The enslavers decided the size
and placement of, and material investment in,
quarters, typically what they deemed appropriate “worker” housing, and often determined the buildings’ occupants (Sanford 2011:
454). Yet enslaved people could and did negotiate for better housing and more family- or
kin-based residential groupings. Archaeologists
have amply demonstrated the considerable
extent of slaves’ agency in finding ways to
improve their material conditions and foodways; to alter and furnish their living spaces,
well beyond the meager accommodations provided by owners; and to transform immediate
outdoor areas for use as gardens and places of
social and spiritual life (Fesler 2010; Heath and
Bennett 2001; Samford 2007: 3). In sum, quarters and cabins became African American residences and landscapes that functioned as centers of family, community, and culture.
Urban slave housing encompassed diverse
accommodations, ranging from small spaces
and rooms within an owner’s house, such as
closets, garrets, and basements, to separate
quarters on urban estates that followed a typical plantation pattern of a mansion and its
dependencies. More common settings were the
backlot buildings and outbuildings on narrow
urban lots, with the combination of kitchen
and quartering rooms an important repeated
format. Other options included lodging tenements and boardinghouses along with crude
cabins and shacks confined to distinct residential districts. For enslaved urban people, life in
the backlots and along town alleys and side
streets meant being kept at a distance from
whites, but also having places for promoting
their own social and cultural values (Chappell

2017: 21–22; Herman 1997, 1999; Kimball 1991,
2000; Morgan 1998: 107; Stewart-Abernathy
2004; Takagi 1999: 96; Vlach 1997; Yentsch
1994: 186).
Drawing upon the fire-insurance policies
of the Mutual Assurance Society (MAS) of
Virginia dating between 1796 and the Civil
War (Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia
1796–1867; University of Mary Washington
2013), I generated meaningful architectural
and landscape patterns for slave-housing construction, its dimensions, and its placement on
urban lots for 244 buildings across the state.
Information on these policies included the
structures’ functions and insurance value (the
cost of rebuilding), and, within the lot sketch
plans, the buildings’ dimensions, number of
stories, and material composition of the walls
and roofs. I developed two broad categories of
structures, the first called “separate” or singleuse buildings, those only serving a domestic
function, often in a detached building (fig. 2).
In period context, these buildings were designated as Negro or slave cabins and quarters,
with the term “servant” (meaning a slave
given domestic tasks) attached to many insurance policies. The second category, “mixeduse” buildings, involved a wide range of structures that encompassed one or more functions
beyond domestic housing, such as: 1) kitchens;
2) smokehouses; 3) stables; 4) coal house; 5)
tobacco warehouse; 6) storeroom; 7) cow
house; 8) book bindery; 9) carriage house; 10)
dining room; 11) granary; 12) laundry; 13)
lumber house; 14) office; 15) privy; 16) washhouse; and 17) woodhouse (fig. 3). The listing
here indicates why urban archaeologists might
find slave-related domestic artifacts at many
structures normally not considered places of
enslaved habitation. Rooms for enslaved individuals were combined with one or more of
the listed building functions. As noted earlier,
the kitchen quarters, or kitchen and “servant’s
room(s)” combination, denoted the most frequent type, by far, of mixed-use housing
(Chappell 2017: 21–26).
In contrast to the dominance of wood construction on rural properties, insured brick
buildings largely indicated an urban context,
as 87% of all brick, single-use structures were
located on urban properties. Separate slave
housing in urban contexts from the MAS
Virginia data set was majority (54%) brick con-

Figure 2. Separate slave housing in Richmond, 1813:
Structure “D. a Servant’s House built of wood 1
story, 16 by 12 feet”. (Base map: Mutual Assurance
Society of Virginia 1813; modifications by Maria
O’Donovan, 2020.) Not to scale.

Figure 3. Mixed-use slave housing in Petersburg,
1826: Structure “B Kitchen & Servants lodging
Rooms, Brick [walls], Slate [roof] three storys high–
–18 by 18 feet”. (Base map: Mutual Assurance Society
of Virginia 1826; modifications by Maria O’Donovan,
2020.) Not to scale.
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struction, and mixed-use buildings showed a
substantial urban preference for brick construction at 82%, also reflecting the increasing
public and governmental concerns during the
late 18th- and early 19th- centuries with largescale fires in what formerly were predominantly wooden cities (Stanton 1997). Despite
American cities’ and fire-insurance companies’
strictures against wooden roofs, these
remained the most common format (70% of all
urban buildings), while slate and metal comprised the main, non-wood options. Urban
single-use buildings ranged from 120 to 1,540
sq. ft., with a median of 384 sq. ft., approximately a quarter measuring 16 × 24 ft. (fig. 4).
The generally small size of these insured
buildings did reflect the primacy of space on
narrow urban lots, but, at the same time, a
common quartering size allotment used by
enslavers on farms and plantations (Chappell
2013: 157–158,174; Heath and Breen 2009: 4–6;
Sanford 2011: 452, 2012b: 146–150; Sanford and
Pogue 2009: 6–7).
Using fire insurance policies for
Fredericksburg, Figure 5 provides an 1857
example of a 16 × 20 ft., 1½-story, detached,
single-use brick building with wood roof,
described as a “Servants House,” that formerly
stood at the corner of Amelia and Charles
streets. At the same date, situated on the
corner of Hanover and Charles streets (now

Sammy T’s Restaurant), stood a 14 × 20 ft.,
one-story, detached frame building with a
wood roof, designated as “serv’ [servants’]
room” (fig. 6). Another policy illustrated a
mixed-use structure, combining a “Kitchen &
servants rooms,” that measured 17 × 32 ft. (fig.
7). It stood two stories high and had gained a
tin roof by 1855. None of these buildings survives today, underscoring a fate met by most
town and city slave housing, as these structures disappeared from the landscape due to
neglect and deterioration, and the purposeful
demolition associated with long-term urban
redevelopment. Research to date suggests that
15–20 slave-related buildings exist in
Fredericksburg today, as compared to the 426
slave houses listed in the single census year of
1860 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1860).
Two standing structures demonstrate how
relatively rare examples reinforce the earlier
point about diversity in slave housing. One is
an early 19th-century kitchen quarter located
at the Mary Washington House (fig. 8). George
Washington purchased this property for his
mother Mary in 1772. She died in 1789
(Washington Heritage Museums 2018), and
the main house, outbuildings, and lot changed
over time. Dated ca. 1805 and later covered
with horizontal weatherboards, the log
building that served as a kitchen quarter has a
substantial
kitchen on the
ground floor and
domestic quarters
in the garret
above. Remnants
of nails and studs
on the upper
floor define a partition wall that
divided this small
space (approximately 13.5 × 23
ft.) into two,
unheated rooms.
At 409 Hanover
Street is an antebellum-period,
frame slave
Figure 4. Numbers and square footage of separate urban slave dwellings (n=85) from dwelling, a mixedselected Virginia cities based on Mutual Assurance Society (1796–1867) records. (Figure use structure with
by Douglas W. Sanford, 2015.)
one heated room
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Figure 5. Fire insurance plat showing a “Servant’s
House” (building C) at the corner of Amelia and
Charles Streets, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 1857 (Base
map: Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia 1857a; modifications by Maria O’Donovan, 2020.) Not to scale.

Figure 6. Fire insurance plat showing a “Serv’ room”
(building C) at the corner of Caroline and Hanover
Streets, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 1857 (Base Map:
Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia 1857b; modifications by Maria O’Donovan, 2020.) Not to scale.

below, likely a kitchen, with a garret above
(fig. 9). These two wooden buildings survived
the ravages of time and offer important architectural contrasts to the greater number of
examples of brick slave housing that still stand
in Virginia’s cities and towns.

Slave-Household Composition
Demographic information from the 1860
U.S. census offers another means by which
archaeologists may better grasp the numbers,
genders, and ages of enslaved African
Americans that lived in urban quarters,
thereby offering improved contexts for interpreting artifact assemblages from the households occupying these mid-19th-century
buildings and sites. For example, the 1860
census was the only one to ask white household heads with slaves to list the number of
slave houses they had. Given the previously
discussed pattern of most urban owners
having few enslaved people, predictably low
numbers of slaves per house are found. By
simply dividing the number of slaves by the
number of houses per owner for various

Figure 7. Fire insurance plat showing a “Kitchen &
servants rooms” (building A) within a lot along
Caroline Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 1855 (Base
map: Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia 1855;
modifications by Maria O’Donovan, 2020.) Not to
scale.

Virginia cities, values range from 1 to 18 slaves
per house, but the median values of 1 to 4
slaves per house indicate more typical outcomes (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1860).1 In
Fredericksburg, an average of 2.3 slaves occupied each house (tab. 3). The vast majority
(73%) of owners had only one slave house,

1. Using Schedule 2, the List of Slave Inhabitants, of the U.S. census for 1860 I collected data on the number of slaves owned (and/or
employed) and the number of slave houses owned by individual, white heads of families (households) for the following Virginia towns and
cities: Fredericksburg, Harrisonburg, Lynchburg, Norfolk, Petersburg, Richmond, Smithfield, Staunton, Upperville, and Williamsburg. I
obtained these data for all slave owners/employers in each city and town, except for Petersburg and Richmond, for which I used two of the
larger wards in each city. I then calculated the number of slaves per house for individual owners by dividing the number of slaves by the
number of slave houses.
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Table 3. Slave-house ownership and slaves per house in Fredericksburg, 1860.
Slave-House Ownership
Owners with no slave houses
Owners with slave houses
Range
Mean
Median
Owners with 1 slave house
Owners with 1–2 slave houses

149 (34.4%)
284 (65.6%)
1–12 houses/owner
1.5 houses/owner
1.0 house/owner
72.5%
88.7%

Slaves per House (284 owners)
Range
Mean
Median
% of owners with 1–2 slaves/house
% of owners with 1–3 slaves/house

0.25–8.00 slaves/house
2.27 slaves/house
1.92 slaves/house
50.2%
65.0%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1860).

Figure 8. The kitchen quarter at the Mary Washington House, Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Photo by
Douglas W. Sanford, 2013.)

which corresponds well with the pattern of
slave ownership in which two-thirds (66%) of
Fredericksburg’s whites held one or two
enslaved individuals. Also, nearly 35% of the
433 property owners did not have slave
houses, confirming that slaves often lived
within the slaveholder’s home or in another
outbuilding not considered a “slave house” by

the census marshals (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1860). Only 11% of Fredericksburg
owners or employers had more than two slave
houses.
To be clear, one cannot know exactly how
owners divided a given number of owned
and/or hired slaves into one or more buildings
and other possible accommodations. To

Table 4. Urban slave-household composition types inferred from census data.

Figure 9. Frame kitchen quarter at 409 Hanover Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia. (Photo by Douglas
W. Sanford, 2013.)

Urban Slave Household Composition
1. Single adult female

8. Single adult male

2. Multiple adult females

9. Multiple adult males

3. Single adult female(s) with one or more children
4. Single adult female, child(ren), adult worker(s)

10. Adult male(s) with one or more children
11. Adult workers (mixed gender)

5. Nuclear family

12. Single child (less than 16 years old)

6. Extended family (multiple formats)

13. Multiple children

7. Couple and one or more adult workers
Combined Household Types
Female-based households

14. Adult worker(s) with one or more children
Percentage of Occurrence
54.0%

Nuclear family-based households

16.1%

Extended family-based households

6.4%
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address this problem I examined owners with
only one slave house and a common number
of slaves, from one to eight. In most cases this
range encompassed the vast majority of slave
ownerships, on the order of 85% or more for
the sampled locations. Then, using the census
information on slaves’ sex and age, the composition of household groupings can be suggested.2 Doing so for hundreds of cases in several Virginia cities demonstrates a great diversity of household categories, reinforcing how
owners, employers, and slaves variably negotiated domestic spaces. Within this wide range
of accommodations are key patterns (tab. 4):
(1) single or multiple male households were
relatively rare, except in industrial or commercial settings; (2) the most common and critical
residential groupings entailed female-based
households, but of different types—single
adult female, adult female with one or more
children, and so on; and, (3) what I could estimate as either nuclear or extended familybased households. Although the latter comprised less than 22% of all enslaved households in the sample, I consider this an impressive figure. Given the multitude of impediments that worked against the retention of
family households, this result underscores the
perseverance of enslaved African Americans in
maintaining families and kinship (Sanford
2012b: 145–146).

Predictive Contexts for the Archaeology
of Urban Slavery
Given urban slaves’ greater access to
resources, such as stores and markets, their
greater exposure to cosmopolitan influences,
and opportunities for self-hire and living out,
archaeologists should find artifact assemblages that demonstrate a parallel flexibility in
African American consumerism. Archaeologists
also should expect considerable variation,
given the diversity in household composition
noted above. While aimed towards assem-
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blages on 18th-century Virginia plantation
sites, Jillian Galle’s (2010) discussion of consumerism and costly signaling theory for
slaves seems highly applicable to urban contexts. Her focus centers on how the enslaved
used consumer goods to form and sustain alliances—whether marriages, friendships, kinship networks, or partners in economic enterprises or resistance, while also communicating
notions of gender and identity. Galle (2010:
21–23) contends that slaves used multiple
strategies of consumer choice and signaling in
situations of large, complex social environments with unfamiliar people of diverse cultural backgrounds, changing households, and
greater mobility. These factors match conditions for urban slaves and their households.
In brief, Galle (2010: 27) predicted greater
consumption, measured in increased discard
rates for fashionable, metal buttons by single
young men and increased discard rates for
refined, imported ceramics by women, along
with variation by household composition. For
example, Galle found more metal buttons for
unattached men, i.e., those who had greater
mobility. The previously noted results for
urban slave-household composition indicate
that male slaves often lived on their own, as
part of mixed residential groupings, or in
larger, all-male group settings. These nonfamilial contexts would favor male involvement
in signaling identity and in seeking allies and
marital partners. Also, Galle (2010: 36–37)
found more ceramics with kin-based households anchored by prominent women with
few or no children. As discussed above, a plurality of 1860 urban slave households in
Virginia represented groups headed by adult
females, both with and without children. With
these contexts in mind, gender-based archaeology should find ready applications within
the archaeology of urban slavery. Extending
Galle’s findings to urban households at a
broader level, in concert with Barbara Heath’s

2. I used a minimum of 50 cases of owners and/or employers with one slave house and from one to eight slaves for several of the cities and
towns noted earlier. This constituted on overall sample of 350 cases. While it is impossible to know the exact degree of family or kinship
connection within these slave households based solely on the 1860 census information, I attempted to apply logical and conservative inferences regarding such connections, in part to avoid denying relationships of parentage and marriage that could and did exist at the time
amongst these enslaved people. For example, for a household with an adult female, aged 25, with two children ages three and five, I chose
to regard this group as a mother with her two children. Alternatively, this woman may not have given birth to one or both of these children.
Similarly, for a household with an adult female, age 25, and an adult male, age 27, with two children ages three and five, I chose to describe
this group as a nuclear family.

Table 5. Urban slave-household types and predicted degree of engagement in costly signaling, consumerism, and market production.
Greater Degree
Single female(s) or male(s)
Older couples
Couples with adult children
Kin-based group anchored by females with few
or no children
(2004) examination of households’ variable
participation in marketing production and
consumerism, allows for a series of testable
archaeological predictions for urban slave sites
(tab. 5) (Sanford 2012b: 150–151).

An Archaeological Case Study of
Antebellum Urban Slavery
Bringing this contextual and predictive
information to bear, I examine the best and
nearly singular example of an excavated urban
slave site in Fredericksburg. Data derive from
a Phase I, II, and III mitigation project
involving test trenching and open-area excavations carried out by Dovetail Cultural
Resource Group in 2006 at the site of a new
hotel, namely the Courtyard Marriott, in the
city’s historic district. This project area is
known as the Marriott Hotel site (44SP0612).
The multiple historical lots combined to form
the current property contained diverse features and building remnants spanning three
centuries, but I focus here on the architectural
and artifactual evidence for a late antebellum
structure interpreted as a slave quarter. For the
purposes at hand, the commercial establishment known as the Indian Queen Tavern was
the primary complex on the project site
between 1773 and 1832. It burned in the latter
year, an event that led to the property’s
clearing, and, by 1839, its subdivision resulted
in four lots that supported both commercial
and domestic uses in the ensuing years (Barile
et al. 2008: i–ii, 121–130).
The lot of main interest for this article
became 618 Caroline Street, which, during the
late antebellum period, had a series of shortterm ownerships (Barile et al. 2008: 179). A
brick dwelling fronting the street had been
established by 1839 (based on deed-book and
archaeological evidence) along with a frame

Lesser Degree
Families with small children
Single mothers with multiple children
Rapidly shifting residents (such as hired
slaves)

outbuilding at the rear, the presumed slave
building (fig. 10). By 1848 Peter Goolrick
owned the lot. Goolrick, a prominent citizen
and business entrepreneur, likely placed tenants on the property, and his ownership continued until 1877 (Barile et al. 2008: 121, 179).
According to Barile et al. (2008: 121), the rear
outbuilding likely functioned as a “servant’s
house,” with the authors’ use of the word “servant” corresponding to 19th-century Southern
white society’s usage denoting enslaved
domestic laborers, namely African Americans,
who carried out various tasks, functioning as
cooks, laundry workers, gardeners, nursemaids, and/or craftspeople.
The “servant’s house” survived the two
Civil War battles of Fredericksburg in 1862 and
1863, and was documented on fire insurance
maps issued by the Sanborn Map Company in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries (Barile et
al. 2008: 62–63). Labeled as a one-story
dwelling in 1886, the structure’s purpose was
not designated on the 1896 and 1907 fire insurance maps, but continued as one story in
height and as a frame structure with a woodshingle roof. The occupants’ status in the postbellum period remains unknown. Documentary
evidence indicates that the building and its
immediate vicinity were razed around 1967, as
the four former lots were cleared and paved for
a parking lot (Barile et al. 2008: i).
Census data for 1850 and 1860 provide
insights into Peter Goolrick as an individual
and as an owner of enslaved African
Americans (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1850,
1860). In 1850, Goolrick, listed as a merchant
and born in Ireland, had a wife and nine children. The value of his real estate, $51,000, represented a considerable sum, supplemented by
his ownership of 16 slaves, ranking him well
above most other slave owners in Fredericksburg
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single-use types of slave housing, namely
cabins and quarters specifically built to house
the enslaved. At present, my review of the evidence from the 1860 census suggests that the
marshals regularly underestimated the
number of buildings housing enslaved people
in both rural and urban settings. Returning to
the case at hand, Goolrick’s housing of four
slaves on one lot and one slave on the other
corresponds to the average figures for slave
ownership and slaves per building mentioned
earlier. The single-female slave residence also
matches the above-stated common grouping
of female-based households.
Architecturally, the “servant’s house” at
618 Caroline was supported by a combination
of wooden piers and brick infill for a structure
measuring 12 × 15 ft., which, otherwise, looked
like a one-brick-wide masonry foundation (fig.
11). Representing a rare survival of an antebellum, urban example of earthfast construction, the building had wooden supports at the
corners and at uneven intervals along the
northern, surviving side. Begun as a pier
building, the structure’s brick footing was

likely added later, either to support sagging
sills or to add new sills, as some piers exhibited replacement as well. A brick chimney base
formed the building’s west end, with an irregular alignment of unmortared brick in front of
the chimney demarcating an expanded hearth
area. The building did not have a subfloor pit.
The building’s 180 sq. ft. place it at the
lower end of the scale for urban single-use
quarters (fig. 4), while reflecting a relatively
common amount of space for one or a few
enslaved residents. Quarters of lesser dimensions could logically derive from owners’
small slaveholdings, but also from spatial limitations within urban lots. For the enslaved residents at this site, the narrow lot greatly
restricted available yard space and their view
of the immediate townscape. In common
urban-landscape fashion, the rear wall of the
servant’s house’s stood along the lot’s property line, and an archaeologically revealed
fence line further blocked the space, constricting outdoor activities and refuse disposal.
The building’s front door was likely on the
south wall, facing into the lot. Residents threw

Figure 10. Marriott Hotel Site (44SP0612), showing property lots and buildings of the antebellum and Civil War
periods (Barile et al. 2008: 68; modifications by Maria O’Donovan, 2020) Note: Qtr indicates the approximate
location of the servant’s house. (Courtesy of the Dovetail Cultural Resource Group.)

(in the top 3%). He still possessed 16 slaves in
1860 (in the top 1%) and had six slave houses,
again a figure substantially greater than most
other slaveholders (in the top 2%). These
buildings formed part of his large lot across
the street, at 723 Caroline Street (now the Irish
Eyes store), a property also containing his
kitchen, stable, and cow barn (Hennessy
2010a: 9). By 1860 Goolrick’s real estate was
valued at over $100,000, while his personalproperty value of $30,000 largely corresponded to his enslaved African Americans
(Hennessy 2010a: 7). As noted earlier for such
owners, Goolrick had his hands in many businesses while also serving in public offices,
such as Fredericksburg’s mayor (Hennessy
2010: 10). By the Civil War he ranked as the
town’s most important land speculator and
landlord (Hennessy 2010a: 5).

More critical to the Marriott Hotel site discussion, Goolrick owned two other lots associated with slaves in 1860. One property had
two slaves (elderly male and female) and no
slave houses, along with two hired slaves
(adult male and elderly female). The other
property also had no slave houses and one
female slave, aged 75. It may seem odd to consider these two properties as the better candidates to be the lot at 618 Caroline Street, given
the stated lack of slave houses. Yet, slaves regularly occupied outbuildings that had functions other than housing only slaves (such as
mixed-use housing), and census agents often
varied in what they considered a “slave
house.” When compared to the greater quantity of mixed-use housing found within fireinsurance policies for the antebellum period,
census marshals apparently counted only

Figure 11. Plan view of the servant’s house archaeological remains, Marriott Hotel site (44SP0612). (Courtesy of
the Dovetail Cultural Resource Group, 2008.)
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Table 6. Ceramic dates for deposits associated with the servant’s house at the Marriott Hotel site.
Test Unit Stratum/Context
13F/Refuse deposit
14B/Refuse deposit
14F/Builder’s trench for brick infill
14J/Occupation fill
14K/Occupation fill
14M/Refuse deposit
26D/Refuse deposit
some trash into the small gap between the
chimney and the fence, where the greater size
of artifacts points to few post-depositional disturbances, such as trampling or the reuse of
yard fill for landscaping purposes.
Datable artifacts, primarily ceramics, refine
the site’s chronology. Historical documents
and archaeological evidence point to a
building construction date of ca. 1839, with the
presence of fully machine-cut nails and ironstone pottery confirming that estimate.
Ceramic terminus post quem (TPQ) dates for
occupation deposits center on the years post1840, as does the dating for the builder’s
trench of the brick infill between the wooden
piers. Yet the mean ceramic dates of the 1840s
and 1850s for the site’s earlier occupational
layers indicate that the brick infill’s installation
may have come about after the Civil War, not
an unlikely scenario given the general repair
and rebuilding of many of Fredericksburg’s
structures after the demolition and neglect
caused by the war (tab. 6). Similarly, the likely
change of occupants from enslaved African
Americans to free residents and a new property owner in the 1870s may point to additional reasons for reworking this small structure. Along with color differences, datable
changes in the mean thickness of window
glass point to the regular replacement of panes
and perhaps whole sashes over time, with a
color/thickness sequence similar to that
observed at a rural slave quarter in the
Tidewater region of the state (clear—1850, 1.63
mm; blue green—1846, 1.59 mm; aqua—1829,
1.39 mm [Sanford 2012a; Weiland 2009]). As
machine-made window glass became more
common and affordable during the 19th century, white property owners, but also enslaved
occupants, likely invested in maintaining or

Ceramic TPQ
1840
1840
1840
1820
1840
1840
1840

Ceramic MCD
1828.03
1834.19
1855.50
1841.97
1857.11
1815.75
1824.80

improving windows, viewed in the period as
higher-status architectural markers as well as
practical devices to provide better lighting and
healthier living conditions (Breeden 1980: 129–
131; Crowley 2001: 93,96,101–106; McDaniel
1982: 91; Sanford 2008).
As with other antebellum contexts, the
“servant’s house” site’s ceramics underscore
the prevalence of high-fired, refined earthenwares, which comprise 75% of the ceramic
assemblage. Low percentages of coarse earthenwares and stonewares prevail, presumably
because of the mass-produced, increasingly
available, and cheap metal and glass containers that fulfilled the food-related functions
of these ceramic types. Tablewares dominate
the assemblage, consisting of creamware,
pearlware, whiteware, and yellowware, with
the regular presence of creamware and pearlware (40% of all refined wares) in many contexts indicating that the enslaved occupants
used out-of-date ceramics. That a number of
mean ceramic dates in the early 1800s to 1820s
are calculated for refuse deposits with ceramic
TPQ’s of 1840 substantiates this interpretation
(tab. 6). Yet the site’s residents did obtain
some tableware that bespoke current trends,
whether transfer-printed whitewares in different colors or variously decorated forms of
ironstone and yellowware. As discussed earlier, urban slaves had improved access to fashionable and cosmopolitan goods, and to retail
stores.
Perhaps a further indication of increased
rates of consumerism for this site comes from
the high percentage of personal objects. These
include sewing items, buttons, buckles, toothbrushes, and toys—namely different types of
marbles (Barile et al. 2008: 128–129). The latter
items may point to children living, working,

and/or playing around the building, despite
the fact that no children were listed for the
property in the 1860 census. The only way to
fully determine whether the site’s occupants
participated in a higher degree of consumerism than would expected for rural plantation slaves would be to move this site’s data
into the Digital Archaeological Archive of
Comparative Slavery ([DAACS] 2018), especially in order to compare discard rates for
fashionable ceramics and key types of buttons
and buckles at other sites.
Galle’s method for interpreting costly signaling and consumerism in slave households
would apply to the Marriott Hotel site. Single
females and older couples, the two household
types that match Goolrick’s second and third
property listings, would be expected to engage
in elevated rates of consumerism, as they had
reasons to seek allies or spend more time to
access resources, participate in marketing, and
engage in self-hire. The buttons could reflect
the adult male hired slave on Goolrick’s
second property, who likely also engaged in
conspicuous consumption. Moving this site’s
information into DAACS remains a critical
task, both to enable such comparisons and also
given the database’s need for more mid- to late
antebellum sites (there are few at present)––
and especially urban ones—as these latter contexts are lacking entirely in the data system’s
53 North American sites to date. More broadly
and obviously, archaeologists need to identify
and excavate more slave-related sites in
Fredericksburg and in other Virginia cities,
which would allow a better understanding of
the Marriott Hotel site within its logical context while expanding knowledge of the ways
urban slavery and urban enslaved African
Americans’ lives changed over time and from
place to place.
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